


Introducing 
Sensaria
We have joined together the industry’s leading 

wall décor companies to bring you more. 

Infinitely more. 

Bolder creativity, elevated products,  

enhanced experiences, and expanded  

growth opportunities.

SENSARIA 

\sen-sär-rē-a\  (proper noun)

Sense of space

Abstract derivative of the word “sense” and  
the Latin suffix “-arium” (indicating a space)



Your Infinite 
Source for  
Design and  
Décor

Access to larger product breadth

Eliminate single point of failure with 
multiple facilities coast-to-coast

Expanded capacity with 85k+ files 
processed daily

The fastest standard API integration  
process in the industry

Top trending and exclusive art:  
access to over 750K owned and  
licensed art and photography



Cornerstone 
Collection
The foundation. The core. 

Elevated products that always 

wow. The cornerstone of quality, 

capacity, and speed.

CORNERSTONE 

\ kôr-n  r-stōn  \  (noun)

A fundamental element, a foundation. 

An important quality or characteristic on which a 

particular thing depends or is based.

A stone forming a part of a corner or angle in a wall.



A. Premium Canvas Gallery Wrap

Creates a beautiful, timeless look for any space. 
Your customers will appreciate the perfectly  
folded corners, solid-front construction, and 
affordable price.

B. Framed Premium Canvas Gallery Wrap

Accentuate any photograph or artwork with  
a modern Float Frame. 

PGW Float Frame in black is shown. 

Limited Edition Cobalt & Paynes Petals I  
art by World Art Group is shown.  
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C. Traditional Stretched Canvas

Highly rated, professionally  
hand-stretched canvas creates a  
modern, minimalist look. The clean  
lines have broad artistic appeal. Thin 
and thick canvas widths are available.

D. Framed Traditional Stretch Canvas 

Accentuate any photograph or artwork 
with a modern Float Frame.

Float Frame in black is shown.
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E. Repositionable Canvas Tiles 

Create an effortless photo wall without nails or holes. 
High-quality canvas photo tiles that adhere to the 
wall for an ever-evolving photo collage.

F. Framed Prints 

Showcase images in ready-to-display styles. Premium 
paper protected by acrylic. Frame and mat options 
are available. 

Framed Print Wood Frame in  
white is shown. 

Into the Woods III art by World Art  
Group is shown.  
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G. Single MetalPrintsTM 

Uniquely durable print with vibrant  
colors, brilliant luminescent images,  
and exceptional detail. MetalPrints 
elegantly float off the wall ½”. Comes 
ready to hang with cleated float mounts 
(mount varies with size of prints).

H. Easel-Back MetalPrintsTM

Prop your MetalPrint on a shelf,  
table, or desktop. The easel-back is  
a pre-adhered scored aluminum  
backing that easily pulls out for a  
beautifully vibrant free-standing display.
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I. Ready-to-Frame Posters

Simple, ready-made prints in an array of  
affordable sizes and a variety of finishes. 

Also shown: 
Premium Gallery Wrap (A), and Framed Prints (F). 

Contemporary Frame in black with white Mat is shown.

Classic Frame in walnut is shown.
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J. Acrylic Print

This modern, sleek treatment gives your image 
the appearance of being embedded in a sheet of 
glass. Comes ready to hang.

Photography Study Water Lily art by World Art Group 
is shown.

K. Acrylic Blocks 

Acrylic Blocks feature beautiful Fine Art Prints 
face-mounted to 1” or 1¼” thick plexiglass with 
hand-polished crystal-clear edges. Prints stand 
solidly on end on any flat surface.



L. Economy Framed Prints 

Elegance with an attractive starting price point. 
These framed prints are carefully designed and 
constructed to be an affordable entry point to 
framed artwork.

M. Easel-Back Canvas

Unique fully-wrapped canvas that can be  
displayed on a shelf or table, offering flexible 
display options and a beautifully finished look.
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Modern  
Archetype  
Collection 
The most stunning, intricate, 

and advanced. Developed and 

crafted in our premium Bay 

Photo Lab. 

ARCHETYPE 

\är-ki-tīp\  (noun)

example of perfection others  

attempt to emulate.



N. Fine Art Prints

Our premium archival inks produce images with smooth 
tones and rich colors. Prints are made with care on  
your choice of a large variety of exquisite Fine Art Papers 
using a high-resolution large format inkjet printer.

Fine Art Satin Print with a Contemporary Frame in black  
is shown. 

Fine Art Matte Prints with Contemporary Frame in black  
and white Mat is shown.

Coastal Paradise art by World Art Group is shown.
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Ensemble  
Collection 
The perfect complement 

to any product line, yet 

exceptional enough to  

stand alone.  

ENSEMBLE 

\än-säm-b  l\  (noun)

items that complement the whole



O. Xpozer 

Images are printed on striking Vivid Satin or Radiant Satin material. 
With no frame needed, they float away from the wall for a modern 
gallery look. The lightweight patented aluminum tension hanging 
system makes Xpozer quick to assemble and easy to change out  
the image over and over.

P. Maple Wood Prints

Maple Wood Prints are printed directly on to ½” thick maple  
surfaced wood board, for a warm and natural-looking print that  
is also eco-friendly.
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Yoga Mats

Personalized yoga mats to  
help you stay centered  
during your practice. Meditate  
with beauty, comfort and  
personal expression.

Centered Sentiment II & Animal 
Fair II art by World Art Group  
is shown.

Ornaments 

Ornaments are an excellent 
choice for unique gift 
tags, name tags, and, of 
course, hanging on a tree! 
Photographers love using these 
as special gifts and add-ons for 
their clients. Drag-and-drop 
your images into our designs, 
or use your own artwork. 
Available in Metal or Bamboo, 
in a wide variety of shapes.

Press Printed Cards 

Our premium cards stand 
above the rest, with the highest 
quality printing and the best 
range of sizes, formats, and 
options available.

Ceramic Photo Tiles 

We start with the same white 
ceramic tiles that you find at 
home improvement stores, 
then sublimate them with your 
images and artwork for truly 
unique home décor items. 
Ceramic Tiles are perfect as 
wall art, magnets, trivets, and 
coasters, and are also suitable 
for tile mosaics installed with 
mortar and grout.



The Final Touch.
Complete any décor presentation with  

the highest quality framing in the industry.

FINAL TOUCH

\fī-n l t  ch\ (idiom)

Make something complete

White Float Frame

Available for Premium Gallery Wrap &  
Traditional Stretch Canvas

Black Float Frame

Available for Premium Gallery Wrap & 
Traditional Stretch Canvas 

Walnut Float Frame

Available for Premium Gallery Wrap &  
Traditional Stretch Canvas

Black & Gold Float Frame

Only available for Traditional Stretch Canvas

Black & Silver Float Frame

Only available for Traditional Stretch Canvas

Canvas-Friendly Frames 



Capital Gold Metal Frame

Grey Barnwood Frame White Barnwood Frame

Glenwood Champagne Antique FrameWalnut Classic Frame

White Classic Frame

Black Classic Frame

Black Contemporary Frame

Also comes in white and walnut

Posters and  
Fine Art Print Frames



Creative  
Collection 

Everyone else just has art – we have World Art Group.

World Art Group is a world-class Art House powered by 

leading global artists and creators, trend-seekers, leading 

embellish artist, and curators. Explore your gallery of endless 

pieces - with new art added weekly.

CREATIVE

\krē-ā-tiv\  (adjective)

having the quality of something created rather than imitated : IMAGINATIVE 

resulting from originality of thought



Top Trends

We search far and wide to create the most beautiful 
pieces your customers can’t get enough of.

Market Trends 2022: Neutral Musings, Cottagecore, 
Black and Tan, Muted Olive, Moody Coast,  
Sienna Nature, Line Design, Bucolic, Chromatic,  
Serenity Zen, Metallic Accents, Furry Friends



Limited Editions

We offer limited editions and exclusives so your 
customers know you are one of a kind.



Our   
Promise

Where most see a blank canvas, 

Sensaria sees infinite possibility.  
The chance to impact the senses  

and shape a moment in time, realizing  

a vision of design and décor that  

can reinvent, renew and revive. 

With equal parts passion and 

operational excellence, Sensaria creates 

new ways to bring art and memories 

to life in any space. And through 

innovation, quality, and speed, the 

company empowers unlimited growth 

potential for clientele. 

Enabling more for customers – more 

efficiency, more creativity, and more 
moments of inspiration, Sensaria thinks 

bigger and bolder to unlock opportunity 
and achieve incredible results together. 



sensaria.com


